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SUMMARY

Static _ests of a larse scale '_" vented thrust deflectin 8 nozzle were

conducted at the Outdoor Aerodynamic Research Facility of the NASA-Ames

Research Center. The overall objective of the test program was to demonstrate

the capabilities of a '_" vented nozzle with a high bypass ratio turbofan

enKine. Specific objectives were to (i) obtain nozzle performance characteris-

tics "in" and "out" of Kround effects; (2) demonstrate the compatibility of the

nozzle with a turbofan engine; (3) obtain pressure and temperature distributions

on the surface of the '9" vented nozzle and (4) establish • correlation of the

nozzle performance between small scale and large scale models.

The t_st nozzle was a "boilerplate" model of the MCAZR '_)" vented nozzle

configured for operation with a General Electric YTF-34-F5 turbofan ensine.

Calibration of the ensine with a simple converKent nozzle was performed with

three different nozzle exit areas to establish referee _hrust, nozzle

pressure ratio, and noszle corrected flcm characteristics for comparison with
the thrust vector_n S dsta. The '_" vented nozzle was cou_iSured to provide

(1) a thrust vectorln8 rm_e of 0 ° to 115°; (2) a yaw veccorlns tense of O"
to 10"; (3) var_b_ nozzle aru control; -and (4) variable _psclns between

the core exit and nozzle entrance station. Extensive pressure and temperature
instrumentation was installed throushout the model.

SIGNIFICANT TEST RESULTS

O Compatibility between the YTF-34-¥5 turbofan en$1ne and the '_"

vented nozzle was demonstrated. There were no slsr_flcant effects

of nozzle vectorlng on enKine operation.

Veloclt7 coefficients of 0.96 and greater were ob_alned for 90" of

thrust vectorlng. These levels verif 7 that the "D" vented nozzle Is

a hlghly efficient thrust vectoring device for subsonic V/STOL

aircraft applications.

Measurement of nozzle wall temperatures showed that the walls remained

cool (150°C) during all test conditions. This means that production

nozzles will noC require hiKh temperature materials.

o Good aKremNnt was achieved between the current large scale (72%) and
previous small scale (10Z) data in the operating ranse of interest.

In ground effect, the vented nozzle design was found to _alntaln

thrust and airflow as the ratio of Sround heisht to nozzle diemeter was

reduced to 1.03. No performance deterioration or enKine/nozzle

compatibility problems occurred at _TOL conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The "D" vented nozzle is a lift/crulse thrust vectoring system designed

for operation with low pressure ratio, high bypass ratio propulsion systems.

The nozzle is a multl-functlon hood deflector which can be configured for

either a convenclonal turbofan engine or a tip turbine fan system. It is

shown installed in a typical subsonic V/STOL aircraft configuration in Figure
t

i-I. This aircraft employs two conventional hlgh bypass turbofan ensines in

an under-the-wlng nacelle arrangement. The '_" vented thrust vectoring nozzle

is attached co the nacelle immediately downstream of the anslne. These nozzles

vector thrust from vertical to horizontal as the aircraft progresses from

vertical takeoff (VTO) through transition to conventional fllght.

N!

Flg_e 1.1. Typ_M SUlxxm_ VlSTOL r._

The performance of thrust vectoring nozzles in the 90 ° vectored position

for VTO operation is extremely critical to overall aircraft performance, since

a 1% _eductlon in VTO thrust vectoring efficiency results in a IZ loss in

aircraft takeoff gross weight capability. This corresponds to a 5 to 10%

reduction in aircraft payload/range capability. Thus, particular attention

must be focused on thrust vectoring nozzle performance in the _eslgn of V/STOL
aircraft.

MCAZR has carried out extensive investigations of thrust vectorins, llft/

cruise nozzle systems startlng in 1971. Experimental tests have been carried

out on a contlnuln8 basis up to the present, with a cumulatlve total of over

1800 test occupancy hours. This effort has included screonlnE tests of various

nozzle concepts, and detailed parametric studies of circular, rectangular and

'_" shaped deflector nozzles. The current '_O" vented nozzle configuration has

been shaped primarily by the results of a series of small scale model test

programs which are described in References i and 2.

To demonstrate the capabilities of a l_rge scale '_" vented thrust

deflecting system coupled with a high bypass ratio engine, the NASA Ames

Research Center contracted with MCAIR to design and test a "boilez_late" version

• 1-I
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of the nozzle under static ground conditions. A large scale '_" vented nozzle

and a calibration nozzle were fabricated and mounted behind a General Electric

YTF-34-F5 turbofan engine. Specific objectives of the test program were to (i)

obtain nozzle performance characteristics "in" and "out" of 8round effects; (2)

demonstrate the compatibility of the nozzle with a turbofan su_ine; (3)

obtain pressure and temperature distributions on the surface of the '_" vented

nozzle and (4) establish a correlation of the nozzle performance between small

scale and large scale models.

The overall program was conducted under Contract HAS2-I0564 with

Mr. Richard Chrlstlansen of NASA Ames Research Center serv_n 8 as Technical

Monitor. M_AIR established the design configuration of the test nozzles and

provided detailed drawings of the test apparatus. Fabrlcatlou and assembly of

the test nozzles and associated test hardware were accomplished at NASA Ames.

The exper4mental test program was carried out by NASA Amem personnel with
}K_AIR support. The tests were conducted at the Ames Outdoor Ae_odynaLtC
Research Yacillty durim8 the period between 28 July m_d I Septamber 1981.

Data reduction and analysis of the test results wtrl performed by MCAIE, and

are documented in this report.

The '_)" vented nozzle desiSn concept is described in Section 2. A deecrip-
cion of the model and instrumentation is provided in Section 3. Test procedures
and data accuracy are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents a discussion

of the test results and large scale/small scale d, Ata compartsous. Data are
presented for a ranse of vector angles end exit arem8, for variations in core
nozzle geometry, and f_r operation in and out of ground proximity. Conclusions
derived from the test proKrmn are discussed in Section 6.

1.2
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2. "D" VENTED NOZZLE DESIGN

2.1 GEO_iETRIC DESIGN

The "D" vented nozzle is a thrust vectoring, lift/crulse system designed

for low pressure, high bypass ratio propulsion systems. The nozzle can be

configured for either a conventional turbofan engine or a tip turbine fan.

Figure 2-1 shows the nozzle in both cruise and VTOL modes, installed with a

turbofan engine. The nozzle assembly consists of a fan duct, a fixed asy_metrlc

structure, _ovable deflector hoods, and a split yaw vane/closure door assembly

attached to a single support beam, centrally located on the bottom of the

nozzle structure. In the cruise mode, the yaw vane doors are closed to form a

flat bottom duct and a "D" shaped exit area. For transition to vertical flight,

the closure doors are each rotated 90 ° to form a single spli= yaw vane af=er

which longitudinal thrust vector is accomplished by rotation of t_ deflector

hood elements. Lateral vectoring is obtained by deflection of the split yaw
vane.

f./_dJDjj_\ A / ¢m_m Exit

y'm

Cl_m

(Cloud Podtio.)

D7 A--Rotating
// Hood

_'"i , _ / / EI,r,..t, /C.

v,.ti. Li.--/ s i'vY j

Figure 2.1. "D" Vented Nomde Geometry

a_s4,t144

The "D" vented nozzle utilizes a concept called "venting". "Ve_ting" a

deflector nozzle serves to improve the 90 degree vectoring performance a_x:. is

accomplished by removing the inside w_'l of the elbow turn of a conventlonal

deflector nozzle design. A comparlsot, of the flow characteristics of unrented

and vented nozzles is presented in Figure 2-2. In an unvented deflector, the

pressure on the outer wall increases, peaks, and then decreases to match

ambient pressure at the nozzle exit. In the elbow inner corner, static pressure

decreases to a sub-ambient minimum and then rises to match ambient at the exit.

w

L
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The local flow near the inner wall increases in velocity through the turn and

then decreases in the "adverse" pressure region near the exit. For short radius

elbows (unrented nozzle), the boundary layer flow can not _ego_iate the adverse

pressure region, separates from the wall, and introduces a total pressure loss.

• In a vented nozzle; the static pressure in the elbow inner corner is constrained

to near ambient and the static pressure on the outer wall increases to ma/ntain

the required static pressure _radlent to balance the centrifugal forces in the

, turn. Since no elbow inner wall surface is present, separation does not occur

and the co_-responding total p-ensure loss is avoided. A 2_ velocity coefficient

advantage for the "D" vented nozzle over an unrented design is typical.

HOOD DEFLECTOR NOZZLE "VENTED" NOZZLE

Pw = WALL STATIC PRESSURE

Po - LOCAL AMBIENT PRESSURE
P$ = NOZZLE FLOW STATIC PRESSURE

Pw- Po >0

Pw -- Po < 0

ELBOW INNER
CORNER FLOW

SEPARATION -

[
oo

%,.
AMBIENT AIR

ENTRAINMENT

V__EL_ITY DECREMENT

DUE TO SEPARATION

"--" VGIocity

Figure 2-Z _ Fk)w and Premmm

2.2 F/_GINE/NOZZLE MATCHING

Proper aerodynamic matching of the engine and nozzle is critical to

achievlnE high nozzle performance and maintaining efficient engine operation.

This high bypass ratio, normally separated flow engine was run in the mixed

flow mode for this application. The engine has a fan diameter of 111.76 cm

(44 in.) and an aerodynamic fan pressure ratio of 1.5.

The optimum fan pressure ratio or VEO nozzle pressure ratio for subsonic,

long endurance V/STOL missions usually falls between 1.3 and 1.6. Fan dis-

charge or nozzle entrance Math number is typically about 0.5 for these

applications. In addition, results f;--m previous nozzle testing indicate

that meximum vectoring performance is achieved with equal or nearly equal fan

and core stream total pressures. Usin E the above guidelines, the engine

mixing plane areas for this test program were sized to provide a nozzle

t
2-2



entrance _ch number of 0.5 and a core to fan stream total pressure ratio

of 0.98. This results in an engine bypass ratio of 6.60 with a total flow

of l&l.5 kg/sec (312 Ib/sec), a fan pressure ratio of 1.41, and a maximum

thrust of approximately 35,500 N (8000 Ib). This occurred at a fan speed

of approximately 93%, which was the maximum speed limit imposed on the test

engine. A schematic of the engine along with a summary of engine operating

conditions at the engine/nozzle match point is presented in Figure 2-3.

C0M INmE

|YIM8I MTI0

FANNNSUl MTI0

rim _ mLETTEMPEMTUIIE

FN IWT011

C011EEIINE IIOT011SPEE0

TWffiST"

NIXINg PLANETOTALPIIESSIIRE
FlUeSTREAM
C01E roll

n

"Cv-I.0

i

I_m lille)

• C ('fl

RPM

N (m)

./uw 2 (t/_. z)

141.7 (312.3|
le.14 (41.11

LN

1.41

813 (1,406)

6,442

11,110

N.IN (l,Zm|

13.14 (n._)
13.110(11.111)

i

GII1,3.1010,1

Figure 2.3. YTF-34-F5 Engine Operating Conditions at EnginelNozzle Match P_int
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3. TEST APPARATUS

3.1 _IODEL DESCRIPTION

The test model consisted of a bellmouth 5nlet, a General Electric YTF-34-F5

turbofan engine, and a "D" vented thrust deflecting nozzle _ounted on a metric

test stand, as shown schematically in Figure 3-1. The nozzle contained pro-

visions for (I) a thrust vectoring range of 0" to 115 °, (2) a yaw vectoring

range of 0° to i0", (3) variable nozzle area control, and (4) variable spacing

between the core exit and nozzle entrance stations. Extensive pressure and

temperature instrumentation was installed throughout the model. The nozzle

was mounted inverted to prevent hot gas relngestion. The test stand hardware

included frsmee for mounting the bellmouth, engine, and nozzle, as well as a

metric platform. A raised ground plane was used t_J determine nozzle character-

istics in close proximity to the ground. Nozzle thrust loads were mmssuzod by

three component loads cells located between the metric platform and a noumetrlc

frame. The noumetrlc frame was securely attached to the Kround through three
large struts. FIE=re 3-2 through 3-7 are photosraphs of the installed "D"

vented nozzle at each of the geometric hood rotation gables, 35*, 60*, i00 ° ,

110 °, 120 °, and 130 °, reepectlvely. A descrIptlon of each of the model

components is given belov.

C4tll

3-1. 11:_l/**D" VeNod _ Test AlumNus
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The engine and bellmouth were supported as one unit and the boilerplate

' "D" vented nozzle was supported as a separate unit. This arrangement was

chosen =o prevent transference of the nozzle vectoring loads into the engine.

Tile thrust and weight of the engine/bellmouth assembly were supported through

, the engine mounts. Flexible seals between the engine fan duct and the "D"

vented nozzle were used to prevent gas leakage. The core nozzle was mounted

directly to the turbine case of the engine.

In addition to the "D" vented nozzle hardware, a thrust calibration
nozzle with three different exit areas was constructed to establish baseline

engine performance with a near ideal nozzle. A schematic of the calibration

nozzle is presented in Figure 3-8, and a photograph of the nozzle installed

at the test site is shown in Figure 3-9. The three nozzles provideo an

exit area variation of approximately +_.5%,and each consisted of a forward
assembly and an aft cone. Only one forward assembly was required and one

new aft cone was fabricated. Existing hardware from =he 1976 NASA Ames

large scale "D" vented nozzle test, Reference 3, was utilized for the two
additional aft cones.

The thrust vectorlng nozzle system hardware consisted of a "D" vented
nozzle, a core nozzle, adapter sections for both the '_)" vented nozzle and the

core nozzle, and a nozzle entrance rake as shown in Figure 3-10. The '_.
vented nozzle provided thrust vectoring in both the longitudinal and lateral
directions. The core nozzle geometry controlled the flow matchlng relationship
between the core flow and the fan duct flow and also controlled the distance

Set,men the core exit and nozzle hood segments. The adapter sections
provided a transition of the fan duct from non-circular to circular at th_

nozzle entrance station and served for mounting of the nozzle entrance rake.

The nozzle entrance rake measured total and static pressures and total

temperatures of both the fan and the core streams entering the nozzles.
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The "D" vented nozzle, illustrated in Figure 3-11, was comprised of a

fixed hood, two rotating hoods, a yaw vane/closure door assembly, and a

venting lip which controlled the nozzle exit area. The fixed hood was

mounted by a flange to the adapter section and provided the cross sectional

shape transition from circular to the "D" shaped cruise exit. Two rotating

hoods provided ,_he required longi=udinal thrust deflection and were stowed

externally around the fixed hood for axial thrust operation. The contoured

nozzle parts were constructed of rolled steel plate segments welded together
to mlnimlze cost and simplify fabrication techniques. The yaw vane was

suspended from a beam in the center of the vertical thrust exit area. The
vane was deflected to provide a lateral component to the thrust. A split

yaw vane would normally serve as a closure door for the nozzle in the

c cuise mode. Hotmver, for the boflerplate hardware in this test, a separate
closure door was manufactured to s_aplify the design. The closure door is
shown installed in Figure 3-12. The venting lip was a flat plate attached

to the bottom of the fixed hood, Figure 3-11. Five llp elements of varying

length _re fabricated to provide a means to tr_a the an&erie and also to
obtain nozzle performance as a functlon of exit area.

There _re six core nozzl_ confL6urat_ fabtlcated for the test

program. Five of the e_x confJ4FaratLons were dee_nad, as 1.tluetrated /n
Figure 3-13, to provlde variations in length end exlt ares. Thou variations
incl__"_d three different nozzle l_gthm; and, at the Lid length, three

dlffer_t core exit areas. Each core nozzle confi_Lret_u consisted of a

heb and a shroud; and each of these was attached separately to the adapter
section hardware. Cylindrical extensions were used to move the hub to
alternate axial locatlous. The baseline shroud was the shortest, with the
alternate length shrouds providing the same nozzle shape, but extended further
aft. Alternate core nozzle areas were obtained from two addlt_onal shrouds

located at the intermediate axial position. The shrouds were fabricated from

steel plates rolled to cylindrical and conical shapes. The hub, a smooth

body of revolution, was spin fabricated.

_ u "-'Fixed H! _" HoocbR°t_i_O

Figure 3.11. "O" Vented Nozzle ,_.lh_mattc
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The sixth core nozzle configuration was a slotted mixer nozzle, shown

schematically in Figure 3-14. This nozzle was included because a similar

design showed promise in a previous small scale test, Reference 2. The nozzle

was fabricated from two steel plates rolled into a cylinder and a conical

section and then welded together.

The adapter section provided a transition from the nonclrcular cross

section of the TF34 fan duct to a circular section at the nozzle entrance

s_ation. St also accommodated installation of the nozzle entrance rake. Three

separate adapter parts were required; one for the "D" vented nozzle, one for the

core nozzle shroud and one for the hub. The outer adapter mounted directly to

the test stand and became the supporting structure for mounting the "D" vented

nozzle. The calibration nozzles also attached directly to this adapter. The

other two adapter parts mounted directly to the engine at the turbine cas_

flange and the engine hub. There was a flexible seal between the outer adapter

and the outer fan cowling on the engine to allow for some relative motion

between the engine and the "D" vented nozzle assembly.

Two slx-leg total pressure and temperature rakes were mounted in tb_

core and fan stream adapter sections to measure nozzle entrance pressures and

_emperatures. The rake legs in the fan stream were each separately attached

to the outer adapter wall, and those in the core scream were each mounted

between the two inner adapter shells.

Access for core nozzle changes was provided without removal of the '_"

nozzle assembly. The changes were made by pivoting the entire "D" vented

nozzle assembly upwards after removing the bolts from the fixed hood mounting

3-O



flange. This arrangementis illustrated schematically in Figure 3-15. A

photograph taken during a core nozzle model change fo: the slotted mixer nozzle

is presented in Figure 3-16.

Ground effects testing was accomplished by erecting a ground plane above

the model. The ground plane was an existing NASA structure fabricated of

steel plate and 1-beams. A deflector was attached to one end to deflect

the exhaust flow away from the bellmouth inlet. The ground plane _s set at

three different positions, corresponding to ratios of height above the nozzle

pivot point to nozzle equivalent exit diameter (H/D) of 2.22, 1.70, and 1.03.

The 1.03 value is representative of a VTO condition. Photographs of these

three configurations are shown in Figures 3-17, 3-18, and 3-19, respectively.

3.2 MODEL INSTRU}iENTATION

The "D" vented nozzle test model was instr_,mented to obtain nozzle loads,

engine operating characteristics, and various pressures and temperatures

throughout the _del. _ qua_tlty, type and location of the instrumentation

for each model component are described below, and a summmry is presented in
Figure 3-20.

3.2.1 BELLMOtfrH INSTRUMENTATION - The bellmouth contained eight static pressure

taps for the purpose of computing airflow. In addition, three total temperature

probes were included to permit calculation of corrected engine performance

parameters. Location of this instrumentation is illustrated in Figure 3-21.

3.2.2 ENGIZ_E INSTRUMENTATION - The engine instrumentation was selected for c_

purposes; (I) engine operation monitoring and (2) engine performance. The

purpose for each engine measurand is indicated in Figure 3-20. The fan exit

total pressure rake was a previously existing device built by Boeing, and is

shown in schematic form in Figure 3-22. NASA-Ames received permission from

Boeing to borrow the rake for the "D" vented nozzle test.

ii

t

I

Figure _IS. Core Nozzle Access
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Mmsurmd No. Purpose

Nozzle Entrance Rake

Total Pressure

Total Temperature

Static Pressure

Wall Temoerature

"D" Ventad Nozzle

Wail Pressure

Wall Temperature

Core Shroud Static Pressure 2

Yaw Vane Static Pressure

Yaw Vane Static Temperature

Closure Door

Total Net Loads

Calibration Nozzle

Wail Pressure

Wall Temperature

Test Stand

Normal Force

Axial Force

Side Force

48 Nozzle Performance Parameters

30 Nozzle Performance Parameters

16 Flow Field Distortion

6 Teml_lratu re Profiles

19 Pressure Profiles

16 TemperatUre Profiles

15 Shroud Aerodynamic Loads

24 Aerodynamic Loads

6 Temperature Profiles

12 Aerodynlmlic Loads

7 Aerodynamic Loads

9 Prmure Profiles

4 Temperature Profiles

3 Grass Thnst-I_tude, Dimcticm

and Location

3 Grins Thnm-MsImtude, Oinmtion

3 Grcm Thrust-Magnitude, Direction

and Location

Ground Board

Tot_ Prm_m 24 Velocity Pro_e

Total Temperature 24 Teml_rature Profile

Static Prmsure 30 Impintmment Location

Me=uri.g Oevi_

Scanivalve

Thermocoupie

Scan*valve

Thermocou_e

Scanivalve

Thlwnocou_e

S,_mtivalve

Scanivetve

Thermocoupla

Scanivalve

Load C_l

Load Cell

Load e._i

Load C*(l

_mivelve

1'hm'mocoume
,_,m',ivMv,

Rmq Mode

ASDAS

ASDAS

ASDAS

ASDAS

ASDAS

ASDAS

ASDAS

ASDAS

ASDAS

ASDAS

ASOAS

ASOAS

ASDAS

ASOAS

ASOAS

ASOAS

ASOAS
ASOAS
ASOAS

2 Forward shroud has g taps. mid shrouds have 12 taps, aft shroud has 15 t_, mixer nozzle has 18 taps.

Fk;ere3.=0. (conu,,. sumwy of

al*tm

ne 1.00

'-I II -- 9.1 cm

22.5 °

---- 36.1 cm / 04

- • Fo_ static I_rm

• Aft sun_ _res

Flgum 3-21. Bellmouth Instn_,mentation
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Vi_ FcNnmardLooking Aft

Figure 3-22. TF34 FM Exit I_m

m

There were fifteen static pressure caps, illustrated in Figure 3-23,

located along the fan duct. These were installed to determine the static

pressure profiles between the fan exit and nozzle entrance.
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3.2.3 NOZZLE ENTRAI;CE RAKE - The nozzle entrance instrumentation is shown

schematically in Figure 3-24. The rakes extended through both the fan bypass

and core streams. The instrumentation consisted of 48 total pressure probes,

30 total temperature probes, 16 wall static pressures, and 6 wall temperature

thermocouples.

17 O5
O4

60° ,02

18 PTll rT16-01e
17

12

PS16.07

)5 O6

14 13

12

FS 226.5

11

VIEW FORWARD LOOKING AFT

1
12

08
O9

Figure 3-24. Nozzle Entrance Instrumentation

O2

O9

(B'II,IBS4I
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3.2.4 "D" VENTED I;OZZLE INSTRUMENTATION - A description of all of the

instrumentation installed in the "D" vented nozzle is included below.

'_D" Vented Nozzle Walls - Figure 3-25 illustrates the lq static pressure

taps and 16 thermocouples that were located along the nozzle walls.

16

19

01
T_O

lOIk07

o3O4 o6

O2 O3
O4

14

17

m

Flgwe 3.2L "fD" VomJN Noak; _ _

Core Nozzles - Each of the core nozzles contained static pressure instru-
mentation on the outer walls of the nozzles, as illustrated in Figure 3-26.

Static pressures were measured at three circumferential positions - top, bottom,

and left side. Nine static pressure taps were located on the outer wall of

the baseline core shroud. The pressure taps were similarly Located for the

remaining four core shrouds and the slotted mixer nozzle. There were twelve

taps on the mid posltlon shrouds, fifteen caps on the aft shroud, and eighteen

taps on the slotted mixer nozzle. The purpose of this instrumentation was co

provide data co determine the pressure gradients and aerodynamic loads across

the shrouds induced by the vectored "D" vented nozzle.

Yaw Vane - Figure 3-27 shows the yaw vane instrumentation, which includes

24 static pressure taps (12 on each side) and six wall temperatures. The

pressure data were InCesrated to determine the he= load on the vane. The

thermocouples provided a means to determine the temperature profile across
the nozzle.

Closure Door - T_ive static pressure taps were installed in the closure

door for the purpose of computlng the aerodynamic load on the door. This

instrumentation is depicted in Figure 3-28.
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Total Net Loads - Vertical, axial, and lateral forces acting on the "D"

vented nozzle fixed hood were recorded on seven slngle-axls load cells located

as shown in Figure 3-29. Five load cells were on the vertical and axial load

support structs and two were on the side load support struts.

/_1 Ve_/Ax_ Loll Strut

//1 VoN Loaa St_t
.... / /'-I VerUAx_ Load Strut
L 7 | • _1/ • I v_ Lo_ Strut

I Side Load Strut

"" * ; "% I i -]

&
1VertlAxi_ Loed S_t

L._- . l F
, , I£_

2 VertlAxi_ /
L_ S_ JI

1 Vert/Axillt

load Suut
N

W .

NoW: One Io_l _1 im0qrmmW into _ IoN strut

Figure 3-29. Shlgll-Axil Load Ceil Instrumentation

2 v_ Lo4d Struts

m
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3.2.5 CALIBRATION NOZZLE INSTRUMENTATION - There were nine static pressure

_aps and four wall temperature thermocouples located along the wall of the

calibration nozzle, as illustrated in Figure 3-30.

3.2.6 TEST STA_ LOAD CELLS - There were three 3-component load cells on the

model to measure axial, side, and normal forces transmitted to the test stand.

As shown in Figure 3-31, =he cells were arranged in a triangular pattern with

one forward and two aft. The selected cells were rated at 26688N (6000 ib)

normal force, 17792N (4000 ib) axial force, and 13344N (3000 ib) side force.

3.2.7 GROUND BOARD INSTRUM_X4TATION - The ground board was equipped with

pressure and temperature instrumentation as described below.

Static Pressure Taps - Thirty static pressure taps were arranged in a

five-by-slx matrix pattern as shown in Figure 3-32. The purpose of this

instrumentation was to provide a means to determ£ne the center of i_plngement

of the nozzle flow on the ground plane.

IXjBC_)l 02 "

02 03 04

Imtrun_mtltion Orientation

(View Forward Looking Aft) QpI_2,

Figure 3-30. Calibratkm Nm_le Irmtrumqmtatlee
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Figure 3-32. Ground Phme Instmnmn_tiofl

Total Pressure and Temperature Rakes - There were four rakes on the ground

board, one at the center of each side of the board. These rakes are also

depicted in Figure 3-32. Each rake had six total pressure and six total

temperature probes from which the percentage of the total nozzle flow deflected

in each direction along the ground plane and the temperature distribution of

each component flow could be determined.

3.3 NASA AMES OUTDOOR AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH FACILITY

The nozzle test program was conducted at the Ames Research Center Outdoor

Aerodynamic Research Facility (OARF) at Hoffett Field, California. The

facility is operated and malnCained by the Low Speed Wind Tunnel Investigations

Branch. Provisions for testing include a permanent data system, a strut

support system, a 75-ton gantry crane, a motor generator set, and a weather

station. The facility is used primarily for large scale model static testing

in the areas of V/STOL fixed wing aircraft, rotorcraft, and acoustics.
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4. TEST PROCEDURES AND DATA ACCURACY

The procedures followed during the test program, an assessment of data

accuracy and a discussion of data repeatability are presented in this section.

Tl-_ complete tes( program is s_=mmarlzed in the run schedule shown in Figure

4-i.
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4. i TEST PI_OGRAM PROCEDURE

The outdoor tests were conducted early each morning to tabe advantage of

the low wind conditions which normally existed during this period. The

majority of the test runs were made with ambient wind velocities below five

knots; and no runs were made with wind velocities above elght knots. For

each test run the engine wes started and brought to £dle speed for a five-

minute warm-up period, after which the fan speed was increased in four

increments to approximately 93% (6500 RPM). After completion of data

acquisition at 93% fan speed, the speed was reduced, again in four increments,

co the idle setting for a flve-minute cool-down period and then abut do'_t.

Engine and nozzle performance dace were generally recorded at seven test

points during each run.

At each test point, most data were recorded by means of the Ames

Standardized Data Acquisition System (ASDAS), while the engine panel

instrumentation was manually recorded. The ASDAS data were recorded or=

magnetic tape and processed through the data reduction program on a PDP

11/70 high speed digital computer. A bri_.f summary of th_ key portlons of

the data reduction procedure is included in Appendix A.

4.2 DATA ACCURACY

The overall accuracy of the force measurenen_s is dlfflcu!t to assess due

to the lack of callbration apparatus ac the test site and the obvious

difficulties in holding environmental conditions constant at an outside facility.

Pre-test installed checkouts of the three-component load cell system were

performed by applying a horizontal force to th_ nozzle rig by means of a cable

and pulley arrangement with a calibrated slngle-axls load cell. The results of

_hese tests showed agreement between the applled and measured readlngs within

one-half of one percent.
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Due to _he presence of two independent sets of load ceils installed on

this model (single and three-axis) a comparison of the two sets of measurements

can be made, Figure 4-2 shows a comparison of vertical thrust between the

single and three-axis load cells. Excellent agreement can be seen. This

agreement between two independent measuring devices provides a high level of
confidence in the test results.
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0 Single-axis load cells

r'l 3-axi; load cells

I

/
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1.40

Figure 4-2. Tlmm- Axis and 81ngle-Axi_ _ Celle Comqxu'bon

Hood = 110" ASIA7 : 1.593

Olelll4_g.l|

4.3 DATA REPEATABILITY

Several configurations were retested to ensure the repeatability of thrust

and mass flow measurements. Repeatability of the data for a typical configura-

tion is shown in Figure 4-3. Based on polynomial curve fits of the data, the

velocity coefficient and mass flow repeated within +--1% and +--0.2% respectively.

The thrust vector angle repeated within +-1/2 degree.
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5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The experimental data obtained with the calibration and "D" vented

nozzles have been reduced primarily in terms of velocity coefficient, CV,
i.e., the carlo of measured thrust to the ideal thrust of the unmixed fan

and core streams. These velocity coefficients are presented as a function

of either nozzle pressure ratio or specific corrected flow (nozzle entrance

Math number). The equations for these key parameters are defined in Appendix

A. The discussion that follows covers engine/nozzle compatibility, the

thrust calibration nozzle tests_ the "D" vented nozzle tests, and comparison

of large scale and small scale test results.

5.1 _IGINE/NOZZLE COMPATIBILITY

The General Electric YTF-34-F5 turbofan engine was run first with a eonlcal

calibration nozzle to establish baseline engine performance and =hen wlth the

"D" vented nozzle. Throughout all of the test conditions, no adverse effects

of either type of nozzle on engine operation were observed. An example of this

can be seen by examining fan exlt total pressure distortion. The values of

radial and circumferential distortion measured at the fan exit plane were at

the relatively low levels expected from pretest estimates. This was true for

engine operation with hoth the calibration nozzle and the '_" nozzle. As shown

in Figure 5-I, the differences in distortion levels between the calibration

nozzle and the "D" nozzle vectored to the _O (ii0° hood angle, 90 ° vector

angle) position are slight. These characteristics did not change significantly

through all of the various nozzle configuration changes.

Additional distortion characteristics for both the calibration and "D"

vented nozzles are included in Figures 5-2 and 5-3, respectively. Slightly

larger differences in distortion level can be seen between the fan exit and

nozzle entrance stations for the vectored "D" vented nozzle than for the

calibration nozzle. This larger difference for the '_" nozzle is due to the

large static pressure gradient present in the nozzle during vectoring.

The total pressure and temperature distortion characteristics of the

installed propulsion system are presented in the form of contour plots

in Figures 5-4 through 5-8. The fan stream total pressure contours at the

nozzle entrance for the calibration nozzle are shown in Figure 5-4. Figures

5-5 and 5-6 illustrate fan stream total pressure distributions for the "D"

vented nozzle at the fan exit and nozzle entrance stations, respectively.

Core stream total pressure distortion levels are lower than those in the fan

stream as illustrated in Figure 5-7, which presents contours of the core

stream at the nozzle entrance. Total temperature distributions of the fan

stream at the nozzle entrance plane are shown in bigure 5-8.

5.2 THRUST CALIBRATION NOZZLE TESTS

The thrust calibration nozzle tests were conducted to establish the

reference thrust performance levels of the installed YTF-34-F5 engine with

near ideal nozzles, and to determine the specific nozzle entrance corrected

flow characteristics of the turbofan engine operating with a _ingle nozzle

in the confluent (mixed) flow mode.
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5.2.1 THRUST PERFORMANCE - The fan operating characteristics obtained during

the thrust calibration nozzle tests are shown in Figure 5-9. The observed

fan operating line for the selected match point exit area (5748 cm 2) was

slightly lower than chat predicted by GE prior to the test. The GE predictions

were based on a computer engine deck simulation of this specific YTF-34-F5

turbofan engine. Apparently, this simulation did not match the actual engine

performance precisely. This would explain the differences noted in Figure 5-9

between the predicted and demonstrated fan operating line characteristics.

1.70

I .m

AVERAGE
FAN PIREnURE

RATIO

1.30

STALL LINE //

z P PREDICTED OPERATING

¢/ /UNE FOR A1_5,7411 era2

// f-s,4e4

jj. r

1.10
90 110 138 150 170

F_,N CORRECTED AIRFLOW - kl/Rc

Figure 54). Fan Operating Chmactedltlcs

Calibration Nozzle

elql4ml4

Thrust and mass flow characteristics for the three nozzle areas tested

are presented in Figures 5-10 and 5-11, respectively. The corrected

thrus_ increased and the corrected fan flow decreased, as expected, as nozzle
exit area was reduced.

5.2.2 WALL PRESSURE AND T_IPERATURE MEASUREMENTS - Figures 5-12 and 5-13

show a typlcai set of internal pressure measurements for the calibration
nozzle. The data plotted are for the middle exi_ area, 5748 cm , at a

corrected fan speed (N F e/_t) of 93 percent. The circumferential static

pressures in the fan 6nd core ducts, presented in Figure 5-12, are relatively

independent of the angle, _ . Figure 5-13 illustrates the radial static

pressure distributions from the fan exit through to the nozzle exit. The

sta=ic pressure increases and then decreases in the fan duct as the flow

diffuses and then accelerates. Then the pressure decreases through t_
nozzle =oward ambient at the nozzle exit.
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ICall temperature measurements for a typical calibration nozzle run are

included in Figure 5-14. The temperatures along =he nozzle wall are essentially

constant at approximately the same value as the fan air. This indicates that

mixing of the fan and core streams is incomplete.

Flgum S.14L WuU TmlNmtzn OMWtlmtle_

Calibration Nazzle

5.3 "D" VENTED NOZZLE TESTS

The tests with the "D" vented nozzle were conducted to evaluate exit

area variations, alternate core nozzles, longltudlnal and yaw vectoring,

wal_ pressure and temperature distributions, performance "in" and "out" of

ground effect, and several other nozzle characteristics. A discussion of

the results obtained for these parametric investigations is presented in tb_s
section.

5.3.1 EXIT ARFA VARIATIONS - Previous tests of the "D" vented nozzle,
described Ln References 1 and 2, indicate that the velocity coefficient Is

strongly dependent on exit area variation, particularly in the vectored _ode.

In this test program, exit area was varied parametrically for the baseline

(forward core) configuration. Four areas were tested by tmployln8 different

size ventinK lips. These provided nozzle exit to entrance area ratios of

1.526, 1.593, 1.666, and 1.735. The effect of varLatlons in exit area2on the
fan operatin E llne is shown in Figure 5-15. An exit area of i0,323 cm

corresponding to an area ratio of 1.526, was selected for the majority of test

configurations because it produced the operatlnE line closest to the desired

engine�nozzle match during 90 _ thrust vector operation.
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Vectored "D" vented nozzle performance for variations in exit area is

presented in the form of the map shown in Figure 5-16 for the forward core

nozzle configuration. Velocity coefficient is depicted as a function of nozzle

entrance specific corrected flow, nozzle pressure ratio, and nozzle exlt-to-

entrance area ratio. In this manner, both the nozzle performance, CV,
and the nozzle sizing parameter, specific corrected flow, are presented on

the same map. in addJtlon, specific corrected flow can be converted to Math

number, whicn has the advantage of being a nondimensional parameter. The

performance shown on this map includes the detrimental effects of boilerplate

irregularities, non-productlon seals, and instrumentation. These effects

would not be present in a production nozzle.

5.3.2 CORE NOZZLE COMPARISONS - Three basic comparisons with the baseline can

be made from the different core configurations tested. These include the effecc

of core exit location, the effect of core exit area, and tho performance of the

slotted mixer nozzle.

The effect of core exit location on velocity coefficient can be seen

in Figure 5-17. The performance with the mid core is substan_lally lower,

1.5 to 3.5 percent, than that for the forward core configuration, depending

on the nozzle pressure ratio. The aft core configuration was not tested due

to time constraints. However, based on previous test data, References 2 and 4,

the performance for the aft position would be expected to be lower than that

for the mid position.
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The effect of core exit area on nozzle performance was examined by

testing three different areas at the mid core position. A comparison of the

vectored performance for the three areas is shown in Figure 5-18. In general,

the middle area, which is the same as that of the forward core, is slightly

higher in performance than the smallest area and significantly higher than

the largest area. Cruise nozzle performance was app_oxlmately the same for

all three configurations.

0.N

O.94
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COEFFICIENT, 0.92
Cv

0.90

O.alm
1.18

1,ae _ ......0

0
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Figure 6-18. Effect of Core Exit Am

Mid Core Polition

Hood = 110" A8/A7 = 1.526

The slotted mixer was designed to improve nozzle performance at the

engine out condition. The slotted, conical shaped surface was intended to

aid in the control of the diffusion of the fan stream with the core not

flowing. This is contrasted with the sudden diffusion of the fan stream that

would take place at the nozzle entrance with the baseline core configuration

at the engine out condition. While the engine out condition could not be

simulated in this test, it was hoped that equal or better performance could

be achieved with the slotted mixer nozzle during normal engine operation.

This would result if the nozzle induced substantial mixing of the high

temperature core and low temperature fan streams. The performance obtained

with the mixer nozzle is compared with that for the forward core nozzle in

Figure 5-19, for a hood rotation angle of ii0 °. The measured velocity

coefficients are one-half to one percent lower for the mixer nozzle over the

NPR range tested. This is apparently an indication that the slotted mixer

nozzle does not promote sufficient additional mixing of the two streams to

compensate for slot exit pressure losses. Performance in the cruise mode was

approximately equal for the two core nozzles. A large scale test of the

slotted mixer nozzle at the engine out condition would be required to completely

judge the merits of this core exit configuration.
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5.3.3 LONGITUDINAL VECTORING - The "D" vented nozzle was tested at I_od

deflection angles of ?5 °, 6"0°, I00 °, 120 ° and 130 °. The variations of

velocity coefficient, specific corrected flow, and hood rotation angle with

longitudlnal vector angle are shown in Figure 5-20. In general, the vector

angle, 0, trails the hood rotation angle, S, by approximately 20 degrees.

As can be seen 0 increases from 0 to 8 degzees as the closure doors are

opened. In addition, opening the doors results in a substantial _ncrease

in effective exit area. This results in an increase in nozzle flow rate

and entry Mach n,--bet and a corresponding decrease in velocity coefficient.

Testin E constraints did not permit testing of different venting llps _exlt

areas) at each vector angle. However, if the nozzle exit area were variable,

as it would be on a production nozzle, the "dip" in the velocity coefficient

curve could be eliminated. This is also illustrated in Figure 5-20.

5.3.6 THRUST HOMENT ARM - The distance between the gross thrust vector llne

of action and the aircraft center of gravity is important in the design of

V/STOL aircraft, in terms of both balance and control. The thrust moment

arm is defined in Figure 5-21 as the distance measured along the engine

centerline between the hood rotation point and the point where the gross

thrus_ vector llne of action and the engine centerline intersect. Variations

of the thrust moment arm with nozzle pressure ratio and nozzle exit area are

presented in Figure 5-22, where the thrust moment arm, LT, has been normalized

to the nozzle entrance diameter, D 7. The data indicate fhat the thrust vector
moves aft slightly with both increasing nozzle pressure ratio and decreasing

exit area.

Variation of the thrust moment arm is also shown as a function of thrust

vector angle in Figure 5-23. The thrust vector moves aft as the longitudinal

vector angle increasest as expected.
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5.3.5 WALL PRESSURE AND TEH1)ERATUREHEASURZHEI_I_S - Static wall pressure taps

were installed in the fan duct, at the nozzle entrance, and along the "D"

nozzle walls, as illustrated in Figure 5-24. Figures 5-25 through 5-30

Lllustrate the internal wall radial pressure distributions from the fan exit

through to the nozzle exit for each of the hood rotation angles tested. In

general, the pressure distributions do not change significantly in character

as the vector ansle is varied. The pressure levels do vary in a manner

consistent with the change in nozzle flow rate with vector angle. The static
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pressure increases and then decreases in the fan duct as the flow diffuses

and then accelerates. Then the pressure dlstrlbu_ions show the characterls_i¢

increase in wall pressure to near stagnation values as the flow proceeds

=hrough the rotating hoods and then a decrease toward ambient at the nczzle

exit.
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The nozzle entrance circumferential pressure distributions are shown in

Figures 5-31 through 5-36 for each of the hood rotation ansles tested. I_

general, a circumferential gradient from the bottom to the top (/eversed in

aircraft installation) _ists which is indicative of a net upward cumins

of the flow at this station in the same direction as the deflected flow. The

static pressure taps at ¢ - 75 ° and 135 ° on the fan stream outer wall measured

slightly lower than expected pressures during all of the "D" vented nozzle

testing. This was because the flexible seals attached to the adapter section

just upstream of these two pressure taps were slightly bent and extended a

short distance into the flow stream. This apparently caused some local flow

separatlonwhlch resulted in a lower static pressure in this portion of the

nozzle entrance station.

The corresponding cruise nozzle and rotating hood temperature distributions

are shown in Figure 5-37. There ware 16 thermocouples imbedded in the "D"

vented nozzle walls. At all test conditions, even with core temperatures

as high as 540°C, the temperature at the walls did not exceed approximately

50°C.

Since 50°C is the temperature of the fan stream air, these data indicate

that the core stream does not penetrate the fan stream during the turn in the

nozzle. Hence, ULixing of the fan and core streams is incomplete. The low

temperatures measured at the walls also mean that neither high temperature

materials nor cooling air will be required for a productior "_" vented

nozzle. Therefore, the weight and cost of a production nozzle can be reduced

from previous estimates.
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Also shown in Figure 5-37 are the temperatures recorded on the yaw

vane. Even though one or two thermocouples were not working at each vector

angle, the general location of the core stream can be identified. As with

the nozzle wall thermocouples, these data indicate a low level of nixing of

the fan and core streams.

5.3.6 YAW VECTORING PERFORMANCE - The lateral vectoring capability of the

single yaw vane was investigated during the test program. Vane deflection

angles of i0 °, 18 ° and 25 ° were tested. The results are illustrated in

Figure 5-38 in terms of the variation of vane deflection angle, velocity

coefficient, and specific corrected flow with lateral vector angle. At the

'JTO position, 24 degrees of vane deflection were required to produce 8 degrees

of lateral vectoring. Also, at this 24 degree yaw vane setting, a 4.6 percent

decrease in velocity coefficient was recorded.
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5.3.7 YAW V_4E AND BEAM REMOVAL -An alternate "D" vented nozzle concept

under investigation does not require a yaw vane. To evaluate this config-

uration, the yaw vane and beam were removed and the nozzle was tested in the

ii0 ° hood rotation position. The results of these tests are shown in Figure

5-39 in the form of a VTO performance map. Nozzle performance with the yaw

vane removed appears to be less sensitive to exit area changes. Overall, the

performance improved at the larger exit areas and decreased slightly at the

smallest exit area, relative to the "vane in" confi_aration. This latter

result is unexpected because removal of the beam and vane eliminates a source

of total pressure loss.
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5.3.8 PERFORMANCE IN GROUND EFFECTS - Tests were conducted with the nozzle

in the ii0 ° geometric position (VTO) and the ground plane at heights of 47.5

inches, 78 inches, and 102 inches. The ground plane height was measured from

the hood pivot point on the "D" vented nozzle. When put in the form of a

ratio of height from the ground plane to nozzle equivalent exit diameter

_I/D), the three values tested were 1.03, 1.70, and 2.22.

The influence of the presence of the ground plane on nozzle performance

appeared to be minimal. Figure 5-40 shows corrected thrust and corrected fan

flow versus corrected fan speed. There appears to be a slight increase in

thrust with decreasing H/D, while the fan flow rate remains essentially

constant. Corrected thrust versus nozzle corrected flow, included in Figure

5-41, also showe essentially no variation with H/D. From Figures 5-40 and

5-41 we can conclude that no degradation in nozzle performance in ground effect

was observed on this test.
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The total pressure and temperature characteristics of each component

flow and the percentage of the total flow deflected in each direction along

the ground plane were determined from the four, twelve-probe rakes. A summary

of these data is presented in Figure 5-42, including average total pressure

ratio, average total temperature, and percent mass flow in each direction.

The data indicate that the largest percentage of the flow exhausts to the rear

at H/D's of 1.70 and 2.22, and exhausts forward at the lowest &round height,

an H/D of 1.03. This latter result may be due to the non-unlform velocity

profile at the nozzle exit. The exhaust flow at the back of the hood exits

the nozzle at ll0 °, while the flow at the front of the nozzle leaves at less

than 90 °. Normally, the overturned flow at the rear of the nozzle would be

strongly influenced by the underturned flow in the forward portion of the

nozzle and would be turned back to approximately 90 °. However, at low ground

heights the overturned flow is intercepted by the ground plane before it is

fully influenced by the underturned flow. This situation results in more of

the exhaust flow being forced forward.
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Figure S-42. I_rlcmmmce in Ground Effect

Nozzle Exhaust Flow Characteristics

Hood Rotation Angle = 110 °

5.4 LARGE SCALE - SMALL SCALE DATA COMPARISONS

The results from the current NASA-Ames large scale test program can be

compared with data from a previous MCAIR I0% scale "D" vented nozzle test,

Reference 4. Before mahing these comparisons, it should be noted that several

differences exist between the :ge and small scale models. The three major

differences in the small scale model, shown schematically in Figure 5-43, were

tnac (1) it used an air supply rather than a real engine, (2) both fan and core

streams were at ambient temperature, and (3) it contained no core hub. Competi-

tions of the VTO performance and vectoring efflciencies of the large and small
scale models presented below.

i
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5.4.1 VTO PERFORMA/_CE - Figure 5-44 presents a VTO performance map from the

HCAIR 10Z scale model test, along with VTO performance data from the current

test program. The large and small scale data agree within 1/2% at an area

ratio of 1.526. }_wever, the data from the large scale test exhibit a greater

sensitivity of velocity coefficient to nozzle exit area _nozzle entry Mach

number> than do the small scale data. This results in increased differences

between the two sets of data as exit area is increased, with the large

scale data having the lower performance. There is also a difference in the

slope of the constant NPR lines. The much steeper slopes of the large

scale data, together with the greater sensitivity to nozzle area changes,

may be due to the presence of the core hub. The total pressure losses

across the hub increase rapidly with increasing Mach number and, therefore,

affect the relationship between the velocity coefflcient and Mach number.

It should be noted that the "D" vented nozzle aerodynamic design point

for aircraft applications generally lies in the 0.4-0.5 Mach number range

and above nozzle pressure ratios of 1.3. In this region of intereac, also

illustrated in Figure 5-44, she large and small scale data exh/.bJ..t slnilar

performance levels.
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5.4.2 VECTORING EFFICIENCY - Vectoring performance from the current test

can also be compared with previous small scale data. Comparisons of longi-

=udinal and lateral vectoring efficiency are included in Figures 5-45 and

5-46, respectively. The data are presented in the form of vector angle

versus deflection angle. In both cases, the large and small scale data are
in good agreement.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

A large scale "D" vented thrust deflecting nozzle was successfully

tested with a GE YTF-34-F5 turbofan engine. The test was conducted to

obtain nozzle performance characteristics, demonstrate the compatibility of

the nozzle with a turbofan engine, obtain pressure and temperature dlstri-

butlons on the surface of the "D" vented nozzle, and establish a correlation

of the nozzle performance between large scale and small scale _odels.

As seated previously in the Summary, significant test results included:

o Compatlbility between the YTF-34-F5 turbofan englne and the "D"

vented nozzle was demonstrated. Total pressure distortion levels

were approximately the same for both the calibration nozzle and

the vectored '_" nozzle. No silnlficant effects of nozzle vectoring

on engine operation were observed.

o A high level of VTO nozzle performance (Cv_ .96) was obtained wish

a boilerpla_e _ozzle. The '_" vented nozzle was shown to be a highly

efficient thrust vectoring device for subsonic V/STOL aircraft

appllcatlons, and the nozzle concept is now ready for in-flight

demonstration.

o The '_" vented nozzle walls remained cool (_50°C) during all

test conditions. This indicates that _xlng of the fan and core

streams is incomplete. As a result of She low wall temperatures_

production nozzles will not require hlgh cewperaturs materlals.

Good a_reesent was found between _he current large scale data and

previous small scale data in the expected aircraft nozzle operating

range. Larger differences in the two sets of data wexe noted outside

of this range. Good large scale-small scale agrelaent was demonstrated

for both longitudinal and yaw vectoring efficiencies.

o No degradation of engine/nozzle performance in _round effect was

observed. Both thrust and mass flow were insensitive to operation

in the ground effect region.

Additional results obtained during the test program showed that:

o The ability of the yaw vane to provlde lateral vectoring was

successfully demonstrated.

The baseline (forward core) configuration displayed the highest

performance of the various core configuratious _es_ed. Moving the

core exit closer to the "D" vented nozzle reduced performance, as

did increasing or decreasing the core nozzle exit area from the

baseline position.
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APPE2IDIX A

Data Analysis Procedure

Hozzle performance was evaluated in terms of velocity coefficient, Cv,

and discharge coefficient CW. Ideal thrust and ideal flow rate were calculated
assuming separate (unmixed) fan and core streams. The nozzle sizing parameter

is specific corrected flow, from which nozzle entrance Mach number can be

calculated using isentropic relationships. A definition of the model station

designations is presented in Figure A-I.

Key performance parameters were calculated from =he expressions below.

]_ss averaged nozzle entrance total pressure ratio

NPR =
_,R16 * W16 + NPR56 * W56 (1)

W16 + W56

_ss averaged nozzle entrance total temperature

TT 7

TTI6 * W16 + TT56 * W56 C2)

W16 + W56

The ideal gross thrusts for the fan and core stream are

-(_-i)

w _,/'_-T (2__-_i_')[i-.(m'Rx) " ]_
FGI = x *-- X

x g

(3)

where x _ 16 - denotes fan stream

x = 56 - denotes core stream

Then the velocity coefficient is computed from

CV s
FG

where FG

FG + FG

116 156

= measured resultant gross thrust

(4)
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To determine the nozzle discharge coefficient we need to calculate

both fan and core stream effective exit areas. These are computed

from W _
x x

x g [ 2y 1½ CNPR x) Y [ CNPR) YR (Y-1) -i ]½

where x - 16 - denotes fan stream

x - 56 - denotes core stream

The flow coefficient then becomes

- AE,, +
°16 AE856 (6)

%
e o

The expression for the nozzle sizing parameter, specific corrected
flow, is

(w16 + w56) * _ * Pstd U)
Nv_t /_tA7 -

_R * Pa (%6+ AS6) _d
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